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I. INTRODUCTION

The major effort on this one year contract was to develop a computer

simulation model of nuclear interactions induced by energetic protons.

The effort funded by the DRA-DARPA Program through NRL was the earliest

stage of this program. A no-cost extension of the work allowed us to

continue this effort until the completion of G. Farrell's Ph.D. thesis.

A portion of our continued effort was funded by RADC.

The thesis is included as Appendix C and represents the results of

the theoretical program initiated with NRL support.

Our analysis indicates that the recoiling nuclear fragment is the

dominant contributor to large-energy depositions in small volume elements.

This knowledge may allow considerable simplification in calculating

proton-induced error rates.

II. PAPERS PUBLISHI AND STUDENTS AND THESES SUPPORTED

A. PAPERS PUBLISED

1. P.J. McNulty, G.E. Farrell, and W.P. Tucker, "Proton-Induced
Nuclear Reactions in Silicon", IEES Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-28,
4007-4012 (1981).

2. P.J. Hcffulty, "Charged Particles Cause Microelectronics Mal-

function in Space," Physics Today (Guest Comment) 36, 9 (1983).

B. STUDENT AND THESIS SUPPORTED

G.E. Farrell (Ph.D., 1983) Energy Deposition by Nuclear Interactions

in Microscopic volumes.

mom-
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PROTON-INDUCID NUCLEAR REACTIONS IN SILICON*

Peter J. McNulty and Gary E. Farrell
Department of Physics

Clarkson College of Technology
Potsdam, New York 13676

William P. Tucker
Physics Departmnt

Florida A and M University
Tallahassee, Florida 32307

ABSTRACT Satellite Program (DMSP)
9
and LANDSAT satellite sys-

tems 1 0 
as well as the light flashes observed by as-

Measurements of the energy deposited in silicon tronauts on Skylab.
11
'
12

surface-barrier detectors as a result of proton-
induced nuclear reactions were carried out at the Har- This paper describes a study of nuclear inter-
yard Cyclotron for protons with incident energies actions using silicon surface-barrier detectors of
ranging from 50 to 158 4eV and detectors with thick- varying thickness ranging from 2.5 to 200 um. The
nessea of 2.5, 4.2, 24.1, 100, and " Us. The ntumber objective of the study is to provide data on the de-
of events in which a given thro" Aont of energy position of energy in volume elements having micro-
is deposited in a 4.2 Um del :ied with incident scopic dimensions as un aid to developing models ca-
proton energy in a manner sim. co previous measure- pable of predicting event rates to be expected for de-
ments of the proton-induced 9 -error cross section. vices of different geometries exposed to protons with
The number of events in whic. .t least a threshold a given energy distribution. Some preliminary results
amount of energy was deposited in the detector fell on 24.1 um thick detectors were included in last
off in a near exponential manner with increasing year's paper.

5

threshold energy. The data were found to be in reas-
onable agreement with a computer simulation model de- Surface Barrier Detectors
veloped in our laboratory. The model is used to il-
lustrate how the mass spectra of the residual nuclear Figure 1 shows a schematic cros section of a
fragments shifts towards lower masses with increasing section of a thin transmission-type silicon surface-
recoil energy. Lighter recoils have longer ranges and barrier detector. The front and back surfaces are
a greater chance of leaving a microscopically thin 400 Ugm/cm

2 
layers of gold and aluminum, respectively.

sensitive volume element before coming to their end of They provide the electrical contacts of the detector,
range. and voltage applied Across them (bias) results in a

uniform field through the silicon slab. Each detec-
Introduction tor used in this study was run at sufficient bias to

ensure that the detector volume was fully depleted.
The nuclear interaction provides a mechanism The charge generated within the slab from ionization-

whereby an energetic lightly ionizing particle or loss processes is swept by the applied field to the
non-ionizing neutron can deposit a large amount of electrodes. The silicon slab portions of the detec-
energy within a volume element that has microscopic tor varied in thickness from 2.5 to 200 um. Energetic
dimensions. The incident particle interacts with one protons incident normal to the detector may interact
of the nuclei of the material in or about the target with nuclei in the silicon slab, in one oF the con-
volume. Most of the energy deposition takes the form tacts or in the air. Only in the thinnest detectors
of ionization loss along the trajectories of the do a significant fraction of the interactions occur
charged secondary particles emerging from the "struck" outside the silicon slab.
nucleus and along the trajectory of the recoiling re-
,sidual nuclear fragment. Large numbers of electron- Table 1. Thickness and Areas of Silicon Layers of
hole pairs are generated as a result of this ionize- the Surface Barrier Detectors Exposed.
tion loss. If such a nuclear event takes place with-
in or near one of the sensitive elements on a large
scale integrated (LSI) W.1M memory device and suffi- I
cient charge is generated, the result can be a change Thickness (um) 2.5 4.1 24.1 1100 200
in the logic state of the memory element. The al-
teration of information stored at some location in Area (ur 2 ) 25 25 25 200
emory without observable physical damage to the de-
vice is called a soft error or bit upset.

Only those segments of the trajectories of the
Energetic protons have been shown to induce soft secondary particles emerging from the interactions

errors in a number of LSI dynamic and static RAM de- that traverse the silicon slab or generate charges
vices, 1-5 presumably through (p,n) reactions at low that migrate to the slab contribute to the observed
proton energiesl'

6
'
7 
and more complex reactions at signal. Most of the secondary particles emerging

higher enargies.
2 , ,  

Besides providing a potential from a nuclear interaction in a thin detector leave
mechanism for soft errors in space, proton-induced the silicon slab before depositing significant energy
nuclear reactions have been proposed to explain anon- (1 1 MeW). This is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The

S slous signals observed in Defense Meteorological exception is the nuclear recoil. The recoiling nu-
clear fragments have short range and most can be ex-
pected to deposit their entire energy within all but

Supported in part by the Defense Nuclear Agency the thinnest detectors.

through Naval Research Laboratory contract 1100014-
81-K-2011. The help of A. Koehler and the staff of
the Harvard Cyclotron are gratefully acknowledged.
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Figure 1. Schematic of a nuclear reaction occurring Figure 2. Experimental configuration for exposures
in a thin transmission-type silicon surface barrier carried out at the Harvard Cyclotron. Scintillators
detector. mounted behind the detector and upstream between the

collimators were used to monitor the beam.

The question arises as to 
whether energy-depo-

sition measurements using these detectors with their The 2 mm beam exposures were monitored by two
relatively large sensitive areas (25 ,=

2
) provide data scintillators, one Just downstream of the detector

that are relevant to energy deposition in the sensi- (not shown) and a second upstream between the first
tive volumes of LSI devices where three dimensions and second apertures. The upstream counter did not
are microscopic instead of one. First, the data ob- cover the central portion of the proton beam. Plug-in
rained with detectors can be directly compared with and plug-out runs were carried out for the same number
Uodels

1 3
.

t
' which attempt to calculate the energy of counts on the upstream scintillator. The data pre-

deposition spectra for volume elements of arbitrary sented in the paper have the plug-in spectra sub-
size and shape. These models can then be used to tracted.
calculate for volumes with dimensions appropriate for
a given device. Second, many LSI devices have sensi- The 2.5 4m detector was monitored by a ionize-
tive volumes whose lateral dimensions are high mul- tion chamber upstream of the detector. This allowed
tiples of their thickness. The reader is referred to us to increase the beam count rate from slightly less

Bradford's paper
15 

for a detailed discussion of the than 106 protons/minute to about 109 protons/minute.
distribution of track segments in volume elements and This was advantageous because of the sharp decrease
the approximations involved. Because our own calcula- in event rate in which more than a few MeV are de-
tions suggest that the nuclear recoil with its short posited as the detectors become thinner.
range is an increasingly important contributor as the

dimensions of the volume element decrease and the Pulses in the bias voltage across the detector
threshold energy increases, we feel that the energy were shaped and suitably amplified in an Ortec 172B
deposition data from the thinnest detectors may be a charge-sensitive preamplifier and an Ortec 572 amp-
reasonable approximation for LSI devices with com- lifier before being recorded in a multichannel ana-

parable thicknesses and lateral dimensions at least lyzer. The pulses should be proportional to the
five times the thickness. energy deposited by the beam protons entering the de-

tector and any secondary particles generated through
Irradiations interactions inside or outside the detector. The

detecting systems were calibrated before and after the

The proton extosures were carried out at the experiment with a 
2
4
1
Am alpha source and its linear-

Harvard Cyclotron. The experimental configuration ity tested with a pulser. The pulse-height spectra

used for these exposures is shown in Fig. 2. The beam obtained with the surface-barrier detectors minus
energy was selected by inserting appropriate de- plug-in background should then represent the spectra

graders upstream. This report includes data from ex- of energies deposited in the slab of silicon as a

posures to protons at 51, 91, 131, and 158 MeV. The result of nuclear interactions.
beam incident on the detector was collimated by the

two defining apertures. It was collimated to 2 m Pulse-Height Spectra
in diameter for all but the 2.5 um thick detector.
For the latter the beam was uniform over dimensions The standard models 16-18 of soft errors in RAMs

considerably larger than the detector. When the assume that if an amount of energy exceeding some
beam is collimated to 2 om, most of the beam protons critical or threshold value is deposited within a

merging from the cyclotron interact in the colli- sensitive volume element an upset will occur and the

mator walls or the degrader blocks. This generates deposition of less than a threshold amount of energy

a considerable background of secondary particles, will not upset the element. This makes it instructive

After each exposure was completed a second run was to plot pulse-height spectra as integral spectra,

carried out with the downstream aperture replaced by i.e., number of events in which the energy deposited

a beam plug. The plus prevents any primaries from in the slab is greater than or equal to E versus E.

reaching the detector. The plug-in runs were used to Typical integral spectra are plotted in Fig. 3 for

provide an estimate of background due to interactions 131 MeV protons. The 100 um detector data are

that occur outside the detector. plotted for an exposure of 107 scintillation counts.

, 40 W. . . . ...



The 200 va data represent 106 counts with the numbers trated in Fig. 3. Only one event with greater than
multiplied by a factor of 2. The 4.2 um data were 40 MeV deposited was obtained with the 24 irm detector.
multiplied by a factor of about 25 to fit them on the Reducing the thickness further results in a dramatic
scale. The 2.5 4m data were obtained with an ioniza- reduction in large-energy depositions. No events of
tion chamber monitor but we estimate a scale factor of greater than 20 MeV were seen in an exposure of the
about 25. No corrections have been made for deadtime 4.2 wm detector to ixl07 protons. There is, there-
or other losses in the scintillation counters and the fore, a sharp reduction in energy deposition when the
ordinate scale may underestimate the true fluence. thickness of the element is reduced. This will also
The 24.1 =m detector was only monitored by the up- be true for circuit elements on devices which have
stream scintillator and no absolute estimate of flu- similar thickness and considerably smaller lateral
ence was possible. It was arbitrarily normalized in dimensions.
Fig. 3 for convenient plotting. Squeezing the spectra
onto one plot as we did in Fig. 3 facilitates compari- Variation with Proton Energy
son of the shapes and ranges of the spectra, the im-
portant parameters for the soft-error problem. The integral spectra of Fig. 3 provide the number

of events in which at least some threshold energy E
is deposited in each of the detectors as a result of
exposure to 107 protons incident at 131 MeV. The

MP corresponding number of events exceeding this thres-
* hold value can similarly be obtained for the other

24j0 incident proton energies. The number of events ex-
ceeding threshold per 107 protons (scintillation
counts) is plotted versus incident proton energy for

-- different values of the threshold for the 4.2 -,m
thick detect3r in Fig. 4a and for the 100 Um thick de-

% tector in Fig. 4b, respectively. In the case of the

CTX MOEL 100 Um detector the number of events for a given
threshold increases with beam energy for threshold

1 *values from 2 to 45 MeV. Small changes in threshold
% 9result in correspondingly small changes in the number

*of events. The 4.2 um data in Fig. 4a, on the otherhand, shows evidence of peaking at 131 M-V for thres-

hold energies from 5 to 8Mev. Moreover, small changes
* in threshold result in substantial changes in the

a' 3. number of events - an increase in threshold of I MeV
0 to 40 eO reduces the number by a factor of 2. The variation

ENERY DEPOSITED (MW) with incident beam energy exhibited by the 4.2 um de-
tector in Fig. 4a is similar in shape to the curves
for soft-error cross sections versus proton energy
presented in Ref. 2 for LSI dynamic and static RAMs.

Figure 3. Integral spectra for energy deposition in The considerable variation among devices oF the same
thin detectors of various thicknesses for 131 MeV type reported in Ref. 2 may according to this analysis
protons. The solid curves are the results of com- be due to relatively small variations in the critical
puter simulations carried out at Clarkson College of charge (or energy) necessary for an unset.
Technology (CCT) to roughly the same statistics. The
2.5 and 4.2 um data were obtained for fluences 25 x
107 protons. a4

The integral spectra for the 2.5, 4.2, 24.1 and r -o-
100 us spectra in Fig. 3 all appear to fall off near
exponentially with the energy deposited. The 200 urm
thick detector, on the other hand, exhibits a sharp
decrease at low energies and parallels the 100 ur *

spectra at large energies. The 200 Ur detector had a
larger area (200 m2) than the other detectors
(25 =2). Plug-in runs showed it to be subject to

much greater background from interactions upstream,
probably because it presented a larger cross-ectional
area for secondaries generated upstream. These sec- ,
ondaries would generate low-energy pulses upon tra-
versing the detector.

The 100 um and 200 um spectra illustrate the
energies available from nuclear interactions. The
data points beyond 10 events are not shown because .3 ,e ,J
of the poor statistics. The largest events for the aoT mov } OW ggnoafty
100 and 200 um detectors were 76 and 90 MeV, re-
spectively. The last 10 events would appear to (a) (b)
gradually fall off to these end-point energies. Sig- Figure 4. Number of events per 107 incident protons
nificant fractions of the events deposit 10, 20, 30, in which at least a threshold amount of energy is de-

and even 40 MeV in the thick detectors. However, posited in the detector. (a) Curves for threshold

most of this energy is deposited over a volume that energies of 2 to 8 MeV deposited in a 4 um thick de-

is considerably larger than a typical sensitive volume tector. (b) Curves for 2 to 50 MeV deposited in the

element on an LSI device. Reducing the thickness of 100 um thick detector.

the sensitive volume results in a corresponding re-
duction in large energy events. This is clearly illus-

- - - ~ -- ~----- -4009



Model Calculations cance which can be estimated from the ordinate scale.
Within the statistics the fits at both 24.1 and 100 wm

We have recently developed a computer code for are quite encouraging.
calculating the energy deposited in parallelpiped
volum elemnts of arbitrary dimensions. It is based We have previourly shown that the 24.1 wm spectrum
on the simulation model of nuclear interactions de- has a shape similar to the enery spectrum of recoil-
veloped by Metropolis et al.

19 
and Dostrovsky at al.

20  
ing residual nuclear fragments. The shallower slope
of the 100 um spectrum relects the larger contribution

The primary protons and all struck nucleons are from other charged secondary particles to the energy
followed by Monte Carlo routines through a series of deposited. As the thickness of the detectors decrease,
interactions within the nucleus. All secondary par- the secondaries contribute a correspondingly smaller
ticles that emerge from the excited residual nucleus fraction of the energy. For the very thin detectors
during the cascade and evaporation processes are fol- even some of the recoiling nuclear fragments leave -the
lowed to their end of range. The numbers of each detector before reaching their end of range.
type of secondary particle and their energy spectrum,
were compared with Refs. 19 and 20 to test the pro- Residual Nuclear Fragments
gram and found to be in agreement. The mass-number
spectrum of the residual nuclei were compared with The large mass of the recoiling residual nuclear
Silborberg and Tsao

21 
for 130 MeV protons incident on fragment implies that it has a very short range. For

silicon and found to predict similar mass spectra RAM memory elements, as for the very thin detectors,
within t I AMU. Their recoil anergy spectra were the nuclear recoil provides a mechanism for depositing
found to agree with an earlier empirical model of the energies larger than the threshold values for upsets.
recoiling residual fraents which uses the Silberberg However, according to our computer calculations, not
and Tsao mass spectra

2  
and Goldhaber's22 parameteri- all recoils reach their end of range within a few

zation of the recoil fragment momenta of the data of microns of the interaction. The more energetic nuclear
Reckman at al.

2 3 
The program then determines the recoils tend to occur in interactions where the number

points at which any particles enter the sensitive of secondary particles emitted from the nucleus is
volume element and where they leave (see Fig. 5). large. This implies that the residual fragments with
Interactions may occur inside or outside the sensi- less mass, i.e., the more energetic residual nuclei

tive volume element. The difference in residual range would tend to be lighter than the average and, there-
between the exit point and entry point is used to de- fore, have longer ranges. This is illustrated in
termine the energy loss within the volume element. Fig. 6 which shows the mass spectra of the residual
For the larger volume elements the assumption is made nuclear fragments predicted for nuclear fragments
that the energy loss within the volume element equals having recoil kinetic energies above 0, 10, 20, and
the energy deposited in that element. The program 30 MeV. The spectra are plotted for 90 and 350 MeV
totals all energies deposited in the volume element protons incident on silicon. At both incident energies
by the primary proton, all charged secondaries, and the predicted spectra shift towards lower masses as the
the recoiling nuclear fragment. minimum energy is increased. The largest shift occurs

for values between 0 and 10 MeV.

INCIDENT,' PARTICLE

VOLUME

ELEMENT

0 SECONDARY/ 5

Figure 5. Schematic of a nuclear interaction occurr-ing near a sensitive volum element. The C.C.T. Figure 6. Mass spectra of residual nuclear fragments
modnl calculates the energy deposited in volume as calculated by the C.C.T. model for 90 and 350 MeV

proton interactions with silicon. Spectra are shown
elements of arbitrary dimensions. for recoils having greater than u, 10, 20, and 30 MeV

Theoretical integral energy deposition spectra for both incident proton energies.

for protons incident on slabs of silicon with areas The interactions at an incident proton energy of
of 25 ,m2 and thicknesses of 24.1 and 100 m are Te imt er geti tan at 90 nerg os
plotted as solid curves in Fig. 3. The Jimulation 350 e are more energetic than at 90 4eV. This is
plots are normalized to the lowest energy data points reflected in Fig. 6 by the larger number of energetic
in both cases. The programs continued to run until fragments. There also appears to be a significant

the number of simulated events roughly matched the shift towards lover mtases for the same threshold
experimental number. As a result the high deposition- energy. A fragment wlth a mass of 16 AMU and a kinet-
energy portions of the theoretical as well as ex- ic energy of 10 MeV would have a range of about 4 im
perimntl spectra have limited statistical signfi- in silicon; if the kinetic energy was 30 MeV the range

would be increased to roughly 13 um.

4010



Summary and Conclusions 3. C.S. Guenzer, R.G. Allas A.B. Campbell, J.M.
Kidd, E.L. Petersen, N. Seeman, and E.A. Wolicki,

The measurements described in this report pro- "Single Event Upsets in RAMs Induced by Protons at
vide data on the energy deposition in slabs of silicon 4.2 GeV and Protons and Neutrons below 100 MeV",
of a variety of thicknesses ranging from 2.5 to 200 um. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-27, 1485-1489 (1980).
The data are relevant to the soft error problem be-
cause the data for a given silicon thickness provides 4. W.E. Price, D.K. Nichols, and K.A. Soliman, "A
an upper limit to the energy-deposition spectra to be Study of Single Event Upsets in Static RAMs",
expected for circuit devices with sensitive elements IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-27, 1506-1508 (1980).
of the same thickness. Moreover, the data provides a
clear test of computer simulation models. Once such 5. P.J. McNulty, G.E. Farrell, R.C. Wyatt, P.L.
a model is thoroughly tested, it can be used to predict Rothwell, R.C. Filz, and J.N. Bradford, "Upset
the energy-deposition spectra for sensitive elements Phenomena Induced by Energetic Protons and Elec-
of arbitrary dimensions and calculations can be per- trons", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-27, 1516-1522
formed for specific devices. This will provide a (1980).
means of quantitative estimates of the soft-error
races to be expected for LSI and VLSI devices to be 6. E.L. Petersen, "Nuclear Reactions in Semiconduc-
expGsed to energetic particles in space. tors", IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-27, 1494-1499

(1980).
The total cross section for nuclear interactions

tends to fall over the range of incident proton en- 7. J.N. Bradford, Air Force Report RADC TR-79-109,
ergies studied (50 - 158 MeV). However, our measure- May 1978.
ments show that the cross section for interactions
which deposit more than a few MeV in either a 4.1 um 8. P.J. McNulty, R.C. Wyatt, G.E. Farrell, R.C. Filz,
or a 100 um thick detector increase with the incident and P.L. Rothwell, "Proton Upsets in LSI Memories

proton energy over this energy range. One would ex- in Space" in Space Systems and Their Interactions
pect the soft-error cross section for LSI devices to with the Earth's Space Environment, H.B. Garrett
increase with incident proton energy in a manner sim- and C.P. Pike, Eds.(American Institute of Aero-
ilar to that shown in Fig. 4a for the 4.1 =m thick nautics and Astronautics, New York 1980). pp. 413-
detector. In fact, earlier measurements of the soft- 433.

error cross section in LSI RAMs increase with proton
energy in a manner quite similar to the 4.1 wm data. 9. R.C. Filz and L. Katz, "An Analysis of Imperfec-
The sizable decrease in event rates with increasing tions in DMSP Photographs Caused by High Energy
threshold requirement evident in Fig. 

4
a may explain Solar and Trapped Protons", Air Force Report

the variation in sensitivitv observed even for LSI AFCRL-TR-74-0469, September 1974.
devices from the same batch.

2

10. T.A. Croft, " Nocturnal Images of the Earth fromDecreases in the thickness of the sensitive vol-

um were shown to greatly reduce the range of ener- Space", Stanford Research Institute Report No.
gies deposited. This suggests that devices with thin- 68197, March 1977.
ner sensitive elements for the same threshold may have 11. P.L. Rothwell, R.C. Filz. and P.J. McNulty, "Light
greatly reduced soft-error sensitivity to proton Flashes Observed on Skylab 4: The Role of Nuclear
interactions. Such a correlation between sensitivity Stars sence 13 102-00 (1976).

to soft errors and thickness of the sensitive volume
is also apparent for exposures to heavy ions.17,18,

2
" 12. P McNulty, V.P. Pease, V.P. Bond, R.C. Filz.

and P.. outy , ".Pearte-.i nde R..VisualA computer code for calculating the energy depo- and P.L. Rothwell, "Particle-Induced Visual
A comutercodaPhenomena in Space", Radiation Effects 34, 153-156

sition in volume elements of arbitrary dimensions as (19n7e. in S

a result of nuclear interactions has been developed at (
Clarkson and shown to agree in shape within statistics 23. J.N. Bradford, "Single Event Error Generation by
with the integrated spectra obtained for 24.1 and 14 MeV Neutron Reactions in Silicon", IEEE Trans.

100 sm thick detectors exposed to 131 MeV protons. 14 MeV N- 7 Reactions (1i"0)a
The model needs improvements before fitting to thinner Nucl. Sci. NS-27, 1480-1484 (1930).

detectors. The model suggests that recoiling nuclear
fragments with kinetic energies above 10 MeV have

lighter masses and correspondingly longer residual 15. J.N. Bradford, "A Distribution Function for Ion
ranges. This may somewhat reduce the effectiveness
of the recoil nucleus in inducing upsets in very small ack Lhs in 3799-3801 (1979)

sensitive volume elements. Appl. Phys. LO, 3799-3801 (1979)
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APPENDIX B

Peter J. MoNufty
Anomalies in spacecraft performance/
have been reported on a number of US
satellites. some take the form Of satel-/
lite components suddenly turning on or /CMM Ivy
oM These anomalis are believed to
result from. events Mrageed in micro-
electronic devices by energetic charged
particles. While the anomalies have
for the most pert been too rare to
jeopardiae any mission objectives, they
do show signs of increasing in severnty
as more sophisticated electronics, are
flown. They should serve as a warning ft~ q.- Ip.

to psosresponsible for designing -wmVM

experiments or other systems to fly in Z ,t
space But unfortunately discussion of-.* *-
the phenomena have been limited to
engineering journals and government 4

reports. .- .

These anomalous events greatly com- :Y .
tendede the design of experiments in-

harsh radiation environments found in
space, particularly if the experimenter
Wishes to incorporate Iargescale and

veryargsecae inegrted evies ito upset ovest In ae~ui I eic rM be produced by the dunre genrated whon
vey44'ceingatd dio nt (a) heavy cosmic-ray mcnceu traverses tae deto regio of a sensitie n.p9iwiction or (b)
thnxermtt. Inatoto osen when a proto causes a nucearsecton wihi the sensitiv volumre of the Muctiod

traditional problem of ttlde n
dose-rate vulnerability, memories and/

micrprocssor can have their logic
state altIe as a result of a single
particle traversing the device or initiat-/
ing a nuclear raction within it. Such
events are called "single event upset@,"
and they include both soft and bard
error
b- Soft errors appeer as anomalous

sinlbit upseta (that *s changes
1 mto 0or 0to Iin the binary

information stored in memory) and ,OCO - .. .AOM;..

incorrect logic execution. While the+
device continues to function as de- .
signed after a soft error, it p vcea.aw
false informaktion. I+
No Hard errors are permanent changes - Chwged secandan +
induced by the radiation that prevent ,

the proper function of the device. In- --

cluded as hard error are "latch-ups," +.* +
in which the logic sate of a circuit
element becomes stuck in either a I or
a 0 state. A latch-up can produce Ar

caatroc elements derese loopin beecpdohu
strong sugso ntuetcretif may change as the sizes of circuit processor may tr iger an unanticipated

the cicuit as imropery desgnedelemets derease loopthat cannot b sae ihu
for example, it Mar simply burn up. A% A bit upset in a random-acss memn- turning the unit off.
present, the my an section for latch-up ory may signicantly alter the data The upsets can be avoided altogether
or other hard error is substantially stored in memory or change an instruc- only by severely restrictin the types of
smaller than for soft errors but this tion; such a change may in turn lead to devices Siown and, thereby, limiting the

_______________________an improper switching (on or off) of a speed and memory capacity of the

pow' j. mdhudly is pretem of pi V a system component. The logic error experiment. Considerable work, in-
Cmeu'.io o alp at Teoiogy, poeds. introduced when a soft error occurs in cluding the development of error-cor-
Now York. one of the storage register. of a micro- Canstuia. on~ 1OO



P a mI e ondary particles produced by cosmic-

continued firm pW 9 ray interactions elsewhere in the space-
craft can give rise to tracks of electron- of

rection techniques, must be carried out hole pairs, whose charge is then collect
before sophisticated integrated cir- ed. If sufficient charge is collected, an
cuit-like those used routinely in such upset occurs. Because some of the co
arcade games as PAC-MAN, that is, charges generated outside the deple- an
RAMs with more than I kbit of mem- tion region will also be collected, the fra
ory per chip--can be trusted to func- effective sensitive volume is somewhat ew
tion reliably in space. Because of SEtTs larger than the depletion region. On loc
are initiated by energetic particles, dynamic RAMs the sensitive elements
physicists will have to play a signifi- may include bit sense lines, sense ert
cant role both in understanding and in amplifiers, and the memory storage hat
overcoming the problems involved, cells themselves.' The sensitive vol- cot

Daniel Binder and his colleagues ume elements on static RAMs appear bei
suggested' as early as 1975 that the to be p-n junctions on the flip-flop Sig
passage of a heavily ionizing cosmic-ray circuits that form the memory ele- OM
nucleus through the depletion region of ments.' 5  moc
sensitive transistor elements could Calculating the size and shape of the turf
charge the base-emitter capacitance of sensitive volume element is complicat-

Only we match up to the elements to their turn-on voltage, ed8 by a phenomenon known as "field met
these specs in resulting in a change of the logic state funneling." When the cosmic-ray par- to b

of a flip-flop circuit. In truing to ticle traverses the junction, the elec- as r
DILUTO explain the rare anomalies t were tron-hole pairs generated distort the SEt

REFRIGERATORS beginning to occur in spacecr, ofdor- junction field. Field lines originally tive
mance they proposed that a se ice of confined to the depletion region extend, dicti
such bit upsets could be inter w! as for about a nanosecond, some distance the

I Temperatures below 5 mK a command to initiate or t - nate along the particle's trajectory, and can frog
I Cooling power up to some procedure. therefore attract or funnel carriers rise
200MW With the introduction of J 3I from a considerable distance into the sila
j Integral magnet up to 1 ST circuits (256 bits) on spacer .ne junction. The extent of field funneling ever
STop loading error rates increased consicrably. is a function of doping concentration, are
-hile running There have been reports of bit upsets in bias voltage, and the stopping power of agre

LSI devices on over a dozen American the primary particle. Funneling is me&
I Direct side Pw satellites including some in the Intelsat expected to be less significant for de- star
:cess to satellite data system, Tiros-N, Pioneer- vices where the sensitive depletion tiom
imple Venus and the global positioning sys- regions are dielectrically isolated-for Th
I A portable tern programs.' Workers at the Jet example, by placing CMOS-type circuit deter
istem for Propulsion Laboratory discovered that elements on a saphire substrate. as

one of the microprocessors and some of Given a detailed knowledge of the ment
osule the 246x4 bit RAMs that were to be device from which one can determine of M
nvironments . included as components on the Galileo the effective dimensions of all the cress
I wo year flight to Jupiter are susceptible to soft sensitive volumes, the critical charges tive'
•arranty errors. The Galileo project established necessary to change their logic states beim
I An installanon a team to study the problem; various and the energy-deposition characteris- cle a
rd user training groups are testing devices with accel- tics of the radiation to which the device reducTheue erators to ensure that the satellite will is exposed, the models predict the soft- sensr:heie have proper guidance and control in error rate for the device, that

Jupiter's intense radiation belts. Nuclear interactions provide a sec- the a
While SEU phenomena pose serious ond mechanism for generating a con- cordir

problems and possible limitations for siderable amount of charge within a contr
space scientists, they also provide re- microscopic volume element. More- creas
search opportunities for nuclear physi- over, they are the means by which volun
cits interested in the basic physics of energetic protons, by far the most circt
medium-energy nuclear reactions, par- numernus nuclei in space, induce soft char

If you need further proof, ticle track structure in solids and errors. The figure also shows schemati- ward.
3nd for more details. microdosimetry. Various mechanisms cally(b) a nuclear interaction occurring predic

have been proposed to explain how a within a junction. The charge collected ments
xfd las&umea Lhat heavily ionizing cosmic-ray nucleus can should be proportional to the total the er
sney Mead. Oxford OX2 ODX. England induce soft errors in integrated circuits energy deposited, and only those inter- maxir
S(086)241456Telexi 83413 ntraversing them.' All involve the actions that generate at least the criti- mvers

ufeid iflsus so NookP, Anevii a generation of electron-hole pairs in or cal charge for that element (that is, chip.
New England Executive Park. near the depletion regions formed at p- deposit the corresponding threshold may ir
irlmon. Massachusets 01083, USA. n junction having a reversed bias. The amount of energy) will induce a soft integS(617)229-600 Telex- 7103428055 intense electric fields at the junction error. Because of this threshold re- Witt

separate the charges, with those of the quirement in the localized energy depo- syster.XFORD appropriate sign collected while those sition, the SEU cross section depends relucta
4ST NTM of the opposite sign are swept out of the on incident proton energy in a way that moredepletion region; the sensitive element is quite different from the total inelas- proces

VERYTHING CRYOGENIC thus reponds like a solid-state nuclear tic nuclear cros section.' At higher ing. H
detector. Both the primary solar or proton energies, larger energies are possibi

role nember o en Reeder SrYkse Cwd galactic comnic-ray nuclei and the sec- transferred to the struck nucleus, with every
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4.

more eCondary particles being emitted want to consider. Device testing must, will be to the cosmic rays.
in the cascad, and evaporation stages in general, be done on Earth. We must At the present rime, designing an
of the interaction. While the resulting therefore develop algorithms to predict electronic system for use in space
residual nuclear fragment is lighter with confidence SEU rates in space involves a trade-off between the speed
than at lower proton energies and has a from laboratory test data. A commit- and size allowed by LSI and VISI
correpondingly greater recoil energy tee with representatives from the Air circuits and increased SEU rates.
and therefore recoils with only a small Force and NASA is developing plans Proper circuit design, including error-fraction of the energy released in the for a project, tentatively called Chemi- correction techniques currently being
event, it deposits all of that energy cal Release and Radiation Effects Satel- developed, may mitigate the problems
locally. lite, for substantial ground-based test- posed by SEUs while maintaining ade-

Exposing electronic devices to accel- ing and modeling, culminating in a quate speed of computation. However,
erator beams of heavy ions and protons 1986 flight to determine the adequacy proper design requires quantitative un-
has produced some SEU data, but in space of the algorithms. The flight derstanding of the SEU mechanims
considerable work will have to be done will include a program of careful mea- which, in turn, requires detailed infor-
before error rates for new device de- surements of the fluence and energy mation on the devices being made
signs can be predicted with confidence. spectra of the energetic charged parti- available, improvements in our under-
One barrier to testing the available cles in the ionizing radiation, together standing of track structure and micro-
models is the fact that the manufac- with simultaneous recording of SEU dosimetry and. most important, the
turers of many devices consider de- data for a wide variety of devices, development of algorithms by which
tailed information, including the di- Some of these devices will be flown to accelerator testing can be used to
mension of sensitive volume elements, qualify them for use in space, but the predict SEU rates in space.
to be proprietary. Such problems have majority will be selected to provide a . . .
as yet precluded a rigorous test of the range of sensitive-element geometries Conversat ns wath J. N. Bradford and £ A.SEU models. We have found qualita- and device technologies for a thorough Burke of RADC: Z G. MSullen ofAFGL. J. B.
tive agreement between the sharp pre- test of the algorithms developed. Blake of Aerospace Corp.. W. P. Price of JPL
dicted increase in SEU cross section as An adequate test of thes, algorithms and K G. Stassnopoulos of NASA-Goddard
the incident proton energy increases will, of course, require a large number were helpful in the preparurwn of the report
from 20 to 100 MeV and the measured and variety of devices. Many agencies and are gratefully a knowledged. The auth.
rse in SEUs in a totally depleted are expected to contribute SEU pack- or's research covered tn thLs report was
silicon surface-barrier detector for ages, including Rome Air Development sponsored bv DNA and :he Air Force.

events in which more than a few MeV Center, the Naval Research Labora-
are deposited.9' 0 Others have reported tory, and NASA-Goddard Space Flight References
agreement between the thresholds Center, with the Air Force Geophysics 1. D. Binder, E. C. Smith. A. B. Holman.
measured for heavy ions incident on Laboratory providing the instruments IEEE Trans. on Nucl. Sci. NS-22, 2675
static RAM devices and model predic- to characterize the radiation. (1975).
tions."  In addition to direct fluence and 2. P. J. McNulty, J. B. Blake. V. Dan-

There is a considerable interest in energy-spectra measurements for the chenko, E. Petersen, W. E. Price, J. Wil-

determining how the SEU rates scale -asmic rays, trapped protons and elec- kenfeld, in Proc. Workshop on the

as the dimensions of the circuit ele- trons, crama is also expected to conduct Earths Radiatn Belt.,: January 26-27.

ments decrease, that is, as the density the first microdosimetry survey of Force Geophysics Laboratory 1981),

of memory elements on a device in- space. (Microdosimetric measure- Fae 9.

creases. Reducing the size of the sinsi- ments determine the spectra of energy 3. J. C. Pickel, J. T. Blandford. IEE Trans.
tive volume reduces the chance of its deposition in microscopic volume ele- Nucl. Sci. NS-25. 1166 (1978).
being traversed by a cosmic-ray parti- ments.) In the past, such measure- 4. L. L. Sivo, J. C. Peden. M. Breltsch-
cle and, to the extent that it also ments have been carried out to investi- neider. W. Price, P. Pentecost. IEEE
reduces the path length within the gate the biological effects of exposure to Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-26. 5042 1979).
sensitive volume for those traversals radiation and to plan radiation therapy , 5. W. E. Price. J. C. Pickel. T. Ellis. F. B.
that do occur, the charge collected in treatments for cancer patients. Two Frazel. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-28,
the depletion region is reduced. Ac- measurements are planned for CRRES: 3946 (1981).
cording to John N. Bradford," the The first will measure the pulse-height 6. J. C. Pickel. J. T. Blandford. IEEE Trans.
contribution from funneling will de- spectra in a totally depleted detector Nucl. Sci. NS-28, 3962 (1981).
crease with the size of the sensitive having a thickness comparable to that 7. D. S. Yaney, J. T. Nelson. L. L Vans-
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circuit elements require less critical and microprocessors (5-10 microns). 26, 10 (1979).
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ABSTRACT

A computer simulation has been developed which

calcuiates the energy deposited in a small sensitive volume

by nuclear interactions. A Monte Carlo approach is used.

The energy deposited by the incident particles, by the

cascade and evaporation particles, and by the residual

nuclei from the interactions is calculated. The small

sensitive volume can be embedded in a large volume, and

energy deposited in the sensitive volume by interactions

taking place in the large volume can be calculated.

The nuclear model used in the simulation is shown to

be in agreement with experiment and with other models. The

predicted energy deposition spectra are shown to be in good

agreement with results obtained by exposing silicon surface

barrier detectors to proton beams at the Harvard

Cyclotron. The recoiling residual nuclei were found to

play a major role in the energy deposition in thin

detectors.

The simulation can be used to predict the soft error

rate of microelectronic devices exposed to protons or

neutrons. It will be particularly useful for devices flown

in space, where protons are present in the radiation belts

and are the most abundant component of the cosmic rays.
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GLOSSARY

RAM random access memory

CCD charge coupled device

PMOS p-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor

NMOS n-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor

CMOS complementary symmetry

metal-oxide-semiconductor

SOS silicon on sapphire

MSI medium scale integration

LSI large scale integration

VSLI very large scale integration

soft error an anomalous change in the information stored

on a chip without physical damage to the chip

itself*

latch-up the effect of a transistor remaining in

saturation after the driving signal is

removed
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I. INTRODUCTION

Charged particles, in passing through matter, deposit

energy along their path. The spectrum of the energy

deposited in a small volume is a complicated function to

calculate in view of the nuclear reactions which can be

induced. Recently a knowledge of this energy spectrum has

proven to be of considerable importance, especially in

analyzing the charged-particle-induced soft-error phenomena

in microelectronic circuits flown in space 1-54 , the light

flash phenomena experienced by Skylab astronauts 55 70 and
71,72

mutations induced in biological cells.

Energy is deposited by several means. The incoming

charged particle itself will ionize the medium through

which it passes. Several other mechanisms come into play

if the primary particle strikes a nucleus and causes a

reaction. From the struck nucleus will emerge high energy

protons and neutrons known as cascade particles, as well as

slower and occasionally more massive evaporation

particles. The cascade and evaporation particles, as well

as the recoiling remnant of the struck nucleus, will also

ionize the medium.

In this computer simulation, the location and

dimensions of a sensitive volume within a large volume are

specified. If sufficient energy is deposited in the

sensitive volume, an effect will be produced. On a

microelectronics chip, this volume might correspond to a

sensitive junction with linear dimensions of microns. In a

1'"' '" "



biological cell the sensitive volume may be the cell's

nucleus or the volume occupied by a single gene. On the

retina of the human eye, the sensitive volume may be a

summation area in the layer of photoreceptors.

The effect produced by sufficient energy deposition in

a sensitive microvolume on a device would be a hard or soft

error. A soft error is an anomalous change in the

information stored on a chip without physical damage to the

device itself.(3Permanent damage would be classed as a hard

error. Sufficient energy deposition in a retinal receptor

would result in a visual effect, while the effect in a cell

nucleus could be a mutation. This small sensitive volume

is embedded in a large volume, which can represent the

surrounding material. For microelectronics, it would

represent the rest of the chip.

A large number of incident protons or neutrons is sent

through the large volume. The program is set up for

rectangular geometry. The incident beam can be

omnidirectional or unidirectional. Each particle is

followed to determine if it passes through the sensitive

volume. If it deposits any energy there, this is

calculated from range-energy tables. Nuclear reactions

induced in the large volume can also send particles through

the sensitive volume. The incident particles, depending on

their type and energy, have a certain probability per unit

distance of undergoing a nuclear reaction. If this occurs,

any cascade particles (neutrons and protons) are

identified. Then the evaporation particles, which can be

2
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neutrons, protons, deuterons, tritons, He 3's, or alphas

are identified. Lastly the identity and momentum of the

residual nucleus is calculated. The paths of all of these

are followed to see if any cross the sensitive volume. For

those that do, the energy they deposit there is found from

range-energy tables. In the case of electronics, where the

medium is silicon, electron-hole pairs are generated at the

rate of 3.6 eV of deposited energy per pair.1

Figure 1 illustrates a high LET particle passing

through the sensitive region of a microelectronics device.

Linear energy transfer, or LET, is the amount of energy a

particle loses per unit distance. Figure 2 shows a nuclear

interaction taking place in a device. The proton which

caused the interaction was lightly ionizing, but the

particles from the interaction have a much higher LET and

are much more likely to result in a device error. Figures

3 and 4 show schematically the wake of electron-hole pairs

generated by the particles shown in the previous two

figures.

Monte Carlo techniques are used to follow the entire

course of the nuclear reaction. Starting from

distributions which are either known or calculated by the

program, a random number choice determines a particular

value of such things as the impat point of a proton on a

silicon nucleus, the distance traveled inside the nucleus

before undergoing a collision, the identity of the struck

particle, the scattering angle, and many others.

The code has two distinct types of calculations to

3



perform. One is to model the nuclear reactions

accurately. The other is to trace the path of all of the

particles and to determine how much energy each deposits in

the sensitive volume. A large number of nuclear reactions

must be followed through to ensure statistical accuracy.

There exist computer codes which model nuclear

reactions, 73 ,74 but they consume large amounts of

computer time. To balance the need for accuracy with the

limitations on computer time, a new nuclear code was

written. Over the course of this work, the speed of the

available computer was substantially improved. Each time

this occurred, further refinements to the program became

possible.

This work was done with the microelectronics problem

in mind. It was predicted as far back as 19622 that as

devices were miniaturized to dimensions of a few microns

they would be susceptible to energetic charged particles.

Such effects were reported in 1975, and by 1978 the

problem had grown to major significance.1 '4'5 The trend

for such devices has been toward constant miniaturization.

The basic unit of microelectronics is the chip, a silicon

wafer a few millimeters on a side. Such chips, in the

early 1960's, had about ten transistors. At the present

time, one may have over 1056

As a check on the computer simulation, silicon surface

barrier detectors have been exposed to proton beams at the

Harvard Cyclotron. These detectors had thicknesses of 2.5,

4.2, 8.7, 15, 24.1, 97, and 200 um and the proton energies

4



used were 18, 25, 32, 37, 51, 86, 91, 125, 127, 131, and

158 MeV. Although thin in only one dimension, it has been

shown by Bradford 7'8 that they provide a reasonable

approximation to devices in which all three dimensions are

small.

Other areas in which this work will have relevance are

the study of the light .flashes observed by the astronauts

and the study of radiation induced biological mutations. A

variety of visual phenomena were reported by the Skylab and

Apollo astronauts. These are believed to be caused by

energetic particles passing through the eye. Studies with

particle beams on the ground have confirmed that light

flashes can be induced by pions, muons, neutrons, and heavy

ions. Nuclear star production is also believed to play a

role. Here the relevant sensitive volume is a retinal

receptor about 30 um thick and 300 um in diameter.
55 70

Genetic mutations can also be induced by charged

particles. If sufficient energy is deposited in a

sensitive volume then a chemical bond in a DNA molecule can

be broken. If the molecule does not repair itself, and if

the damage does not kill the cell, genetic changes may be

seen. In some models the sensitive volume is taken to be a

sphere one micron in diameter.71'72
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II. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

A. ELECTRONICS EFFECTS

In a 1962 paper by Wallmark and Marcus 2 it was

pointed out that microelectronic semiconductor memories

have device size limits. Both the effect of primary cosmic

rays and the effect of-secondary particles from silicon

nuclei struck by cosmic rays were considered. Then the

matter was largely forgotten for over a decade.

In 1975, soft errors in communication and computer

hardware brought the radiation problem to the attention of

the semiconductor manufacturers. Binder, Smith, and

Holman 3 investigated anomalous errors caused by the

triggering of J-K flip-flops on communications satellites.

The assumed mechanism was the charging of the base-emitter

capacitance of sensitive transistors to the turn-on

voltage. The effect could be duplicated by exposing the

circuit to the beam from a scanning electron microscope.

It was assumed that iron cosmic rays were responsible for

errors in the satellites. Performance calculations based

on the cosmic ray flux predicted an error rate of

3.1x10 3 per transistor per year, close to the observed

rate of 1.5x10
-3.

In 1978, three important papers appeared. May and

Woods1 published the first of their investigations in the

field of soft errors. After 25 million device hours of

testing, they concluded that quantities of uranium and

thorium, present in parts per million levels in the

10



packaging materials of commercial chips, were causing soft

errors. These radioactive materials emit alpha particles,

which deposit energy along their path. This energy results

in the production of electron-hole pairs, up to 2.5xi06

along the entire track of the alpha within several

picoseconds. These electrons (or holes) are swept into

potential wells in the device. Typically an empty

potential well represents a '1' and a full potential well a

'0'. Enough electrons can be generated to fill an empty

potential well, resulting in a memory change. For one chip

an error rate of 1.5x10-3 errors/hour was calculated and

compared to the observed rate of 2.0x10-3 .

Bradford4 (1978) pointed out that with the advent of

VLSI devices the range of the electrons generated by a

passing cosmic ray would be comparable to the device

dimensions. This would cause nonuniform distribution

effects to show up, making possible large local doses.

In the same year, Pickel and Blandford published a

report on a satellite system with 24 4K NMOS RAM's. The

system had been showing roughly one error per day. From

the device specifications, it was determined that 5.6 MeV

was the minimum energy required for a soft error. It was

then calculated which of the cosmic rays could deposit this

amount in the required volume. The cosmic ray spectrum is

known, and this led to a theoretical error rate of

.62/day.

In early 1979 an important paper by Yaney, Nelson, and

Vanskike 9 noted that alphas striking sense amplifiers and

11



bit lines also caused soft errors. These authors also

studied the efficiency with which the charge generated by

the particle would be collected.

An article by Capece 10 noted that alpha induced

errors were being seen even in static RAM's. Previously

only dynamic RAM's were known to be affected. The

sensitive static RAM's contained polysilicon load

resistors. The small current in them could be overpowered

by the charge flow from a passing alpha.

Up to this time errors were only expected from alpha

particles and heavier nuclei in the cosmic rays.

Bradford11 noted that protons should also be able to

affect microcircuitry. While the ionization by the proton

itself would be insufficient to cause a soft error, these

protons are capable of inducing nuclear interactions. A

proton striking a nucleus leaves it in an excited state.

The nucleus rids itself of this excess energy by

"evaporating" other particles. Some of these particles

will be alphas or heavier fragments, which can cause

errors.

Bradford 7 developed analytic expressions for the

event rate due to cosmic radiation. These expressions were

based on track length distributions in rectangular

volumes. The probability of multiple hits was also

examined.

Kirkpatrick12 developed a model for the diffusion

and collection of charge along a particle track, and

applied this to the soft-error problem. An important

12



prediction was that devices of dimensions of .5 um or less

would be susceptible to soft errors from alpha particles.

Ziegler and Lanford 13 investigated the effects of

cosmic rays on RAM's and CCD's. Interactions with

electrons, protons, neutrons, and muons were considered.

In addition to electron-hole pairs produced by the incident

particle, those from secondary alphas and those from

elastically recoiling silicon nuclei were counted. Their

calculations indicated that the neutron component of cosmic

rays would be the main soft error mechanism for 64K dynamic

RAM's, through the production of secondary alphas. In 64K

and 256K CCD devices (the latter was a hypothetical device)

the dominant mechanism was predicted to be the ionization

wake of muons.

Wyatt et al. 14 and McNulty et al. 15 examined the

effects of protons, He3's, and alphas on two types of 4K

dynamic RAM's. The proton energies used were 131, 91, 51,

32, 18, 1.8, 1.3, and .95 MeV. The He3's were of 4.3 MeV

energy and the alphas were from an Am241 source (5.5

MeV). Errors were seen with all incident particles at all

energies. The cross section for soft errors was seen to

rise with proton energy, although ionization by the

incident particle decreases with increasing proton energy.

This pointed to inelastic nuclear reactions as a soft error

mechanism, as the inelastic cross section rises with proton

energy. In Wyatt et al.14 , as an early result of the

work presented in this thesis, a major role for the

residual recoiling nucleus was first postulated.
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The first model of soft error upsets in static MOS

memory devices was developed by Sivo et al.
16

Calculations were done for CMOS and PMOS devices, and

compared to spacecraft data. Ionization from heavy ion

cosmic rays was assumed to be the mechanism, and the

predictions agreed well with observed error rates.

The energy deposited by a heavy ion passing through

silicon was studied by Hamm et al. 17 An important

observation was that the lateral extent of an ion track was

very small compared to the dimensions of semiconductor

memory cells. Ion tracks could thus be accurately modeled

as mathematical lines.

Brucker et al. 18 conducted a series of experiments

with SOS devices exposed to krypton and argon beams of

about 2 MeV/nucleon. The observation of a greater number

of 0 --> 1 changes than 1 --> 0 changes was explained in

terms of the geometry of the memory element and the nodal

capacitances of the element. An error rate in space of

2.6x10-9 errors per day-bit was predicted.

19Kolasinski et al. tested various static RAM's by

exposure to 600 MeV/nucleon iron nuclei and to argon and

krypton nuclei of about 2 MeV/nucleon. Latch up was

observed in several cases. Good agreement was obtained

with predictions from the model of Sivo et al.
16

Guenzer et al. 20 irradiated 16K dynamic RAM's with

6.5, 9, and 14 MeV neutrons and with 32 MeV protons.

Upsets were found, and they were attributed to (n,) and

(p,s) reactions. Both 1 -- > 0 and 0 -- > 1 changes
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occurred. As the Pickel and Blandford model5 only

explained one type of change, a new theory involving hits

on floating bit lines was presented.

Another paper by Bradford 8 pointed out that an

analytic expression for the distribution of chords through

a rectangular parallelepiped was known, and that this could

be coupled with the LET distribution of cosmic rays to give

the number of particles depositing more than a threshold

amount of energy in such a volume.

Pickel and Blandford21 conducted experiments on a

variety of device types, exposing them to 115 MeV argon and

150 MeV krypton ions. A model was developed which used the

LET spectrum from cosmic rays together with the exact

expression for the path length distribution within a

parallelepiped. The model compared favorably with data

from devices on several orbiting satellites.

McNulty et al.22 exposed static RAM's to a beam of

18 to 130 MeV protons, and obtained error rates two to

three orders of magnitude lower than those observed with

dynamic RAM's. The static devices were also found to be

less sensitive than the dynamic in exposures to short

bursts of 10 MeV electrons. A model of nuclear recoil

energies was developed by applying a parameterization of

Goldhaber's75 data to the cross sections of Silberberg

and Tsao. 76 This was shown to be in reasonable agreement

with data from silicon surface barrier detectors exposed to

130 MeV protons.

Price et al.23 exposed nine types of CMOS static
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RAM's to a 50 MeV proton beam and a neutron beam of energy

range 5 to 30 MeV. No errors were seen, implying that

nuclear reactions were an ineffective upset mechanism at

these energies.

Peterson2 4 studied the various nuclear reactions

induced by protons and neutrons from 5 to 75 MeV. The

reactions that produced upset causing alphas were

identified, and other reaction products were examined to

determine if they could produce upsets. Reactions in which

the target nucleus splits into two heavy fragments were

postulated to be a potential source of error.

In a later paper, Bradford (1980) used several

known cross sections for reactions resulting from 14 MeV

neutron bombardment of silicon in conjunction with chord

length distributions in a rectangular volume to determine

soft error upset rates. A sensitive volume of 1.3 um x 5.1

um x 7.6 um was assumed with a threshold energy of 280

keV. A prediction of 96 electronic upsets was made for

108 neutrons/cm 2 incident on 106 such cells.

Brucker et al. 26 exposed three versions of a

CMOS/SOS 4K static memory device to 2 MeV/nucleon beams of

krypton and argon. The results were interpreted in terms

of the geometry of the device, and a predicted error rate

for the device in space was calculated.

Campbell and Wolicki 27 observed that soft errors

could be induced in 16K dynamic RAM's by the bremsstrahlung

radiation from 40 MeV electrons. The reaction

28Si(Y,)24 Mg was assumed to be responsible.

16
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Guenzer et al. 28 tested several RAM's for soft

errors using thermal neutrons, protons of 23.0, 33.4, 52.3

MeV and 4.2 GeV, and neutrons of 14 MeV. Upsets were seen

with all but the thermal neutrons.

An important finding by Hsieh et al.29 was that the

electron-hole pairs produced by an ionizing particle

distort the field around a p-n junction causing the field

to extend far down into the bulk silicon around the track

of the ionizing particle. The field reverts to normal

after a few nanoseconds, but during that time a large

number of charge carriers are funneled to the junction.

For a typical junction struck by a 4.3 MeV alpha particle,

the effect was equivalent to the total collection of all

charge within 10 um of the depletion layer.

McNulty et al.30 (1981) measured the energy

deposited in silicon surface-barrier detectors by protons

of 51, 91, 131, and 158 MeV. The detector thicknesses used

were 2.5, 4.2, 24.1, 100, and 200 um. The results were

found to be in good agreement with the computer simulation

model described in this thesis.

Hamm et al. 31 applied their Monte Carlo computer

code to the case of 130 MeV protons incident on silicon,

and obtained values for nuclear recoil which were

substantially below those predicted by McNulty et al.
22

Even with the inclusion of the energy carried off by the

evaporation particles, the energy spectrum fell below the

nuclear recoil spectrum of McNulty et al.

Price et al. 32 exposed three types of 12L devices
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to 144 MeV krypton and 102 MeV oxygen ions. Errors were

observed in all of the devices, and the error rate was

found to be in reasonable agreement with a theoretical

model. This enabled the authors to make error rate

predictions for the chips in a galactic cosmic ray

environment.

Guenzer et al. 33 exposed three microprocessors to 14

MeV neutrons. Errors were observed, many of which caused

the microprocessor to stop execution of the program. The

assumed mechanism was alpha production from nuclear

interactions.

34Myers et al. developed a model which accurately

predicted the relative soft error rates of several RAM's.

Their experimental data came from exposures to 95 MeV

oxygen, 120 MeV krypton and argon, and protons of energies

from 15 to 200 MeV.

Pickel and Blandford 35 reported the results of the

exposure to krypton ions of up to 152 MeV and argon ions of

up to 210 MeV of three CMOS RAM's. Both hardened and

unhardened devices were exposed. A comparison and analysis

was done with the previously developed Cosmic Ray Induced

Error Rate (CRIER) model.

Peterson36 examined the various means of depositing

energy in semiconductor devices by protons in the radiation

belts. Direct ionization by the incident protons,

evaporation of a struck nucleus, elastic and inelastic

scattering of the nucleus, and spallation reactions were

considered. Given the altitude of a satellite, a plot of
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soft error rate versus critical charge was obtainable from

the analysis.

Kolasinski et al. 37 examined the soft upsets caused

by 150 MeV krypton ions incident on two types of CMOS

RAM's. The error rate was measured as a function of bias

voltage and of beam angle. Using these results with a

simple model, estimates of soft fail rates in a galactic

cosmic ray environment were made.

Knudson and Campbell38 , using an alpha particle beam

as small as 2.5 um diameter, exposed different areas on a

16K NMOS dynamic RAM chip. The alphas were of 1.6 to 3.5

MeV. The sense amplifier area was found to be the most

sensitive. Dynamic RAM's store data as the presence or

absence of a certain amount of charge. Areas where a 'I'

was stored by a cell depleted of electrons had a higher

tolerance to soft upsets than cells where a '1' was stored

as the presence of a certain charge.

Woods et al.39 tested several types of MSI devices

for soft errors using a 120 MeV krypton beam. No errors

were observed with CMOS devices, while low-power TTL,

standard TTL, low-power Schottky, and Schottky devices all

proved to be sensitive.

Hu40 developed a model of the field funneling

phenomenon which predicted the funneling depth and the

resulting current. This was shown to be in good agreement

with experiment.

Farrell and McNulty 41 used a computer simulation

model to predict the spectra of energy deposited in various
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silicon surface barrier detectors. For the thicker

detectors the agreement between experiment and theory was

excellent. Energy spectra of the recoiling nuclei from

nuclear interactions in the silicon were presented, and the

tail of the distribution was shown to be in substantial

disagreement with the tail of the distribution of Hamm et
al31

al. , who used the Oak Ridge codes.

McLean and Oldham42 developed a field funneling

model somewhat different from that of Hu40 and obtained

good agreement with experiment. They predicted the

effective funnel length to be 2.0 to 2.5 times the

depletion layer width, whereas Hu predicted 1.35 to 1.5

times the width.

Messenger43 also studied the motion of charges

resulting from a charged particle passing through silicon.

The funneling phenomenon was taken into acount, and

analytic expressions for the current were derived.

44Diehl et al. modeled the circuit response to

energetic heavy ions passing through the device. This was

compared to experimental results from 150 MeV krypton ion

bombardment of two static RAM's. The effect of varying the

device parameters was studied. It was found that adding a

resistance between the inverter pair of the RAM cell

decreased the sensitivity to soft errors, although at some

sacrifice of speed.
45

Andrews et al. also reported on the design,

fabrication, experimental results, and theory of one of the

devices studied by Diehl et al.
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Kolasinski et al. 46 studied the effects of 140 MeV

krypton, 160 MeV argon, and 33 MeV oxygen ions on several

CMOS RAM's. Estimates of the critical charge were made for

two types of SOS devices, where field funneling should not

be important. Computer circuit simulations also yielded

values of the critical charge for an error, but these were

not found to be in particularly good agreement with the

experiment.

Pickel47 investigated the effects of scaling on C1OS

memory cells, making projections for devices of .4 um

geometry. Computer circuit simulations were used.

Predictions of error rate where made for a geosynchronous

satellite.

Peterson et al.48 also looked at scaling in VLSI

circuitry. The effects of cosmic rays in particular were

studied, and predictions were made for the soft error rate

for several environments. It was also noted that protons

in the radiation belts would be able, through either

nuclear reactions or direct ionization, to affect devices

of sufficiently small geometry.

Price et al. 49 exposed low power Schottky technology

devices to protons of 56 and 130 MeV, 33 MeV carbon, 38,

47, and 109 MeV oxygen, 40 MeV chlorine, 108 and 212 MeV

argon, and 130 MeV krypton. The intent was to see how such

devices would perform in the proton radiation belts and in

the cosmic ray environment. Two of the six devices tested

were found to be susceptible to protons, although it was

noted that shielding would be effective in this case. All
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were to some extent susceptible to heavy ions, where

shielding would make little difference.

Campbell and_Knudson 50 fabricated both r4OS and

diffused junction test structures to test the field

funneling effect. The structures were exposed to 2.5 MeV

alphas and 1.3 MeV protons. Microbeams of 2.5 um and 25 um

diameter were used for the irradiation, and the charge

generated was measured. The diffused junction structure

showed evidence of field funneling for both the protons and

alphas, while the MOS structure only gave evidence of it

for thin gate oxide thicknesses.
51

Shapiro et al. reported the results of exposing

NMOS microprocessors to 40 MeV protons. Secondary

particles from nuclear reactions were suspected to be the

cause of the observed upsets. The proton fluence per upset

was roughly an order of magnitude less than that required

in an earlier experiment using 14 MeV neutrons.

a.52Nichols et al. tested several 1K bipolar static

RAM's with protons of 15 to 590 MeV. The error rate rose

with proton energy, and the threshold for upsets appeared

to be about 15 MeV. The protons in the radiation belt have

similar energies.

Bradford 5 3 derived the energy deposited in

microvolumes by protons in the 100-1000 MeV range. Nuclear

reactions, including heavy recoil fragments, were taken

into account. The Oak Ridge code was used to provide

reaction product cross sections.

Magno et al. 54 reported the effects of alpha
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particles from an source on superconducting

Josephson junctions. These devices also were vulnerable to

single event upsets. It was theorized that an alpha

striking a portion of the junction's area would cause it to

revert from the superconducting to the normal state. This

would cause an increase in the current flowing through the

part of the junction that was still superconducting. If

the current exceeded a certain critical value, the junction

would switch states.

To summarize, over the past eight years the effects of

radiation on microcircuitry have proven to be extremely

important. The focus was initially on soft errors induced

by the heavy ion component of cosmic rays. Alphas from

natural radioactivity, alphas from proton and neutron

induced nuclear reactions, and residual nuclear fragments

ware eventually found to cause problems as well. Different

device technologies show greatly different sensitivities to

radiation induced soft errors. The field funneling effect

complicates efforts to determine the dimensions of the

sensitive volume on a given devi ;e.
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B. NUCLEAR MODELS

Nuclear reactions can be viewed as taking place in two

stages. In the first, or cascade stage, an incoming

nucleon enters the nucleus, collides with another nucleon,

and these in turn strike others. This sets up a cascade

within the nucleus which ends with some nucleons being

ejected from the nucleus, which is left in an excited

state. As was pointed out by Serber,77 this approach is

valid as long as the de Broglie wavelength of the nucleons
. ... . ... _ _W

is much less than the nuclear radius.

In the second, or evaporation stage, the nucleus is

viewed as a Fermi gas of neutrons and protons confined in a

potential well with some excitation energy. The excitation

energy is shared by the nucleons in the well, and the

system can be characterized by a nuclear temperature.

Occasionally a nucleon, near the edge of the nucleus and

moving in the right direction, will have enough energy to

escape from the potential well. This process was studied

in detail by Weisskopf.78 The cascade and evaporation

stages are shown in Figures 5 and 6.

The Monte Carlo technique has been applied to both

stages of the nuclear interaction, and gives reasonable

agreement with experiment. The earliest application of the

technique to the cascade stage was by Goldberger.7 9 He

examined 100 cascades of 86.6 MeV neutrons on a lead

nucleus. This satisfied the Serber criterion, because the

wavelength of an incident neutron was 18 times smaller than
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the nuclear radius. The nucleus was pictured as a mixture

of two non-interacting Fermi gases (neutrons and protons)

in a potential well of 26 MeV depth. The Fermi energy was

taken to be 18 MeV, leaving a binding energy of 8 MeV. All

of the energy levels up to the Fermi energy were filled.

In momentum space, this corresponded to a sphere of radius

P F = h(32N/V) / 3 , where V was the nuclear volume and

N was the number of neutrons or protons. Upon entering the

nucleus, a path length for the incident neutron was chosen

as xln(l/p n), where X was the mean free path in nuclear

matter and pn was a random number between 0 and 1. The

Fermi momentum sphere was divided into twenty regions of

equal volume. The probability of making a collision with a

particle in a given region was proportional to po-(p), where

p was the relative momentum and 6-(p) was the total cross

section for a collision with relative momentum p. This

quantity was calculated for each region, and a region was

selected through the choice of a random number. The

kinematics of the collision were worked out, and it was

determined if the final state satisfied the Pauli

principle. If not, a new path length was calculated. To

escape from the nucleus, a particle was required to have

14.5 MeV, or the average of the proton and neutron

barriers.

A similar set of Monte Carlo calculations were
80

performed by Bernardini et al., who studied 90 incident

400 MeV nucleons on an A = 100 nucleus. The distinction

between neutrons and protons was not made, only average
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nucleons were used. The Fermi energy was taken to be 22

MeV and the binding energy to be 9 MeV. A Coulomb barrier

of 4 MeV (half the proton value) was used. An isotropic

cross section equal to the average of the p-p and n-p cross

sections was used. It was assumed that the average cross

section over the Fermi sphere was the same as the mean

cross section for the incident energy. The Fermi sphere

was divided into 1000 sample regions. If the energy of a

nucleon fell below 35 MeV it was assumed to be thermally

captured. The thermal excitation energy was calculated

from U = 400- -E -X(N-l) where U is the excitation energy,

ZEn is the sum of the kinetic energies of the outgoing N

nucleons, and a is the binding energy per nucleon. This

model gave results which were in fair agreement with

experiment.

These early calculations had been tediously worked out

by hand. Metropolis et al. 81 used a computer to work

through a much larger number of cascades. The incident

particles were protons of from 82 to 365 MeV, with a later

paper examining incident protons of up to 1800 MeV and

incident pions of up to 1500 MeV. A more accurate nuclear

radius was used, with r0 = 1.3xl0-13cm. instead of

1.4xl0-13cm.(used by Bernardini et al. 80) or

l.5xl0- 13cm.(used by Goldhaber 79). Bernardini had

approximated bot. he n-p and p-p cross sections by a l/Ec

expression. Metropolis et al. used the far more accurate
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1 (0.63 29.2
2 i-- + 42.9)mb

= 34.10 82.2 + 82.2)mb

ij 2

Here 8 is the relative velocity of the nucleons divided by

the velocity of light. Bernardini et al. had assumed

isotropic center of mass scattering, while Metropolis et

al. used da/dQ = k(Acos4 +Bcos3 +l) where values of A

and B were given at eight energies and interpolation used.

Bernardini et al. had to settle for three place random

numbers, while Metropolis et al. used 38 place random

numbers. For each target, the average binding energy per

nucleon and the Fermi energy were calculated. A wide range

of quantities were calculated, usually with 1000 cascades

per run, and checked against experiment and against

previous calculations. The agreement was generally good.

A modification of the Metropolis program by Chen et

al. 74'82'83 forms tie VEGAS cascade code, which is used

today. In this code refraction and reflection of nucleons,

a non-uniform nuclear density distribution, a velocity

dependent potential, and nucleon correlations are

included.

Another code still in use was developed by Bertini et

al. 84-87 at Oak Ridge. The Bertini model divided the

nucleus into regions of different densities. In each
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nucleus into regions of different densities. In each

region a separate Fermi energy and nuclear potential were

calculated. Pion production was taken into account using

the Lindenbaum-Sternheimer isobar model. This program

(MECC-7) worked well for incident nucleons of energy < 3.5

GeV. A later model88 incorporated a localized reduction

in nuclear density due-to cascade development, the

sequencing of events with time, and a higher energy pion

production model. This gave fair results to 1000 GeV, and

is known as HECC-l.

In the evaporation stage, the nucleus is viewed as

being in thermal equilibrium. Weisskopf derived an

expression for the probability for the emission of particle

j with kinetic energy between e and s+ds as

P(E) de = -Yj(W(f)/W(i)]dE

where yj= gmj/-T2h3 , g is the number of spin

states of particle j, mj is the mass of particle j, o is

the cross section for the inverse reaction, and W(f) and

W(i) are the level densities of the final and initial

nuclei.
89

Dostrovsky et al., were the first to apply the

Monte Carlo technique to nuclear evaporation. Using the

Weisskopf expression they approximated the inverse cross

section by i R2  (l+8/c) for neutrons, and by

7R2 (l+cj)(l-kjVj/E) for charged particles. Here R

was taken to be (1.5xl-13 cm.)A
I/3 ot= .76+2.2A-1 /3
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a - (2.12A -2 3-. 05)/a, Vj was the classical Coulomb

barrier, and c. and kj were chosen to give good

empirical fits to theoretical cross sections.

The level density was approximated by W(E) =

Cexp{2[a(E-6)] /2 }, where a = A/20, E is the excitation

energy of the nucleus, and 6 is the pairing energy. C is a

constant. This expression is Hurwitz and Bethe's
90

modification of an equation due to Weisskopf. The pairing

energies were taken from the values of Cameron. 91,92 With

these values, Weisskopf's equation can be integrated to

yield the relative probabilities of emission of various

particles from an excited nucleus, as well as their

excitation energy.

A modified form of the Dostrovsky et al. 89 program,
94,95

developed by Dresner 93 and by Guthrie, " and

incorporating suggestions of Peelle and Aebersold,96 is

used at Oak Ridge with the Bertini code. This includes

Be8 break up, includes the recoil energy of the nucleus

in the calculation of the excitation energy, and includes a

pairing energy adjustment at the end of the evaporation

process. Fission cross sections are also included.

Other methods of treating nuclear reactions include

those of Mathews et al., 97 which allows cascade stage

emission of nucleon clusters, and the various

preequilibrium models. 98 The present work does not make

use of either of these.
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CASCADE STAGE

INVOLVES NUCLEONS (PROTONS AND NEUTRONS)

FAST (10 SECONDS)

HIGH ENERGY

FORWARD EMIISSION

NUCLEON S MAY ESCAPE OR BE CAPTURED

NUCLEUS IS LEFT WITH EXCITATION ENERGY

FIGURE 5



EVAPORATION STAGE[

INVOLVES NUCLEONS AND CLUSTERS OF NUCLEONS

SLOW4 (10 SEcONDrs)

LOWER ENERGY

ISOTROPIC EMISSION

FIGURE 6



III. COMPUTER MODEL

The course of the calculation is shown in the diagram

on p. 43. The dimensions of the large volume and the

sensitive volume are read in. The large volume represents

any surrounding material. Nuclear reactions occurring in

the large volume can send particles through the sensitive

volume. An energy spectrum for the incident particles is

also.read in. The bombarding particles can be either

neutrons or protons. The particles can be either

monoenergetic or of a double power law spectrum of the form

Efrom E1 to E2 and E from E to E The

constants af, El, E2, and E3 are also read in from

the data file, as are range-energy tables. The energy and

direction of the first incident particle are chosen. The

range of the particle is found from the tables. The large

volume is divided into segments, and the probability of the

particle undergoing a nuclear reaction in each of the

segments is calculated. Through the choice of a random

number, it is decided whether the particle will interact

and in which segment it will interact. Another random

number selection determines the exact point of interaction

within the segment.

Next to be calculated is the amount of energy

deposited by the incident particle in the sensitive

volume. Consider the x-direction first. Assume that the

sensitive volume extends from x=x1 to x=x 2. Let the

incident particle path, from where it enters the large
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volume to where it stops or interacts, extend from x=x 3
to X-X V There are six cases:

Case 1:j

Case 2:

______(Stopper)

x x

Case 3:

___________(Insider)

X3 X4

x x
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Case 4 :

(Crosser)

x 3  x4

xl x2

Case 5:

(Starter)

x 3  x4

xI  x2

Case 6:

x x

xX23 
4

xI  x2

A comparison of the values of .xl, x2, x3 , and x 4

determines the case. In case 1 and case 6 the particle

does not intersect the sensitive volume. In the other four

cases the x-coordinates of the sensitive volume and the

particle track intersect, and it remains to be determined

if the y- and z-coordinates also do. The locus of

intersection in the x-dimension is a line segment with two

endpoints. In case 2, for example, these endpoints are

x-x1 and x=x The path of the incident particle

defines a line, the equation of which is known. Knowing

the x-coordinates of the endpoints, the y-coordinates of

34
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these points can be found from the equation of the line.

Call these y-coordinates Y3 and Y4 " Let the sensitive

volume extend, in the y-direction, from yl to Y2 " Run

through the six cases again:

Case 1:

Y3 Y4

Yl Y2

Case 2:

(Stopper)

Y3  Y4

Yl Y2

Diagrams for the other cases will be omitted. Once again

if there is a locus of intersection, it will define a line

segment with endpoints which are readily found. On this

segment, both the x- and y-coordinates of the particle

track and the sensitive volume intersect. From the

equation of the line, the z-coordinates of the endpoints of

the line segment are found. Call them z3 and z4 , and

let the sensitive volume extend from z to z2. Again

run through the six cases, and find the locus of

intersection. This defines a final line segment, on which

the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of the particle track and the
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sensitive volume intersect. Thus, this section of track is

within the sensitive volume. The endpoints of this track

segment are found, and are labeled A and B. Let R be the

point where the incident particle comes to its end of

range, or where it would have had it not interacted. Two

residual ranges are defined by AR and BR. The energy

corresponding to each residual range is calculated, and the

difference in these energies is the amount deposited in the

sensitive volume.

If there is an interaction, the incident particle's

energy at the interaction site is found from the

range-energy tables. The struck nucleus is treated as a

sphere of radius 1.3A I/ 3 fermis, where A is the mass

number. A random impact point on the surface of the sphere

is chosen. Upon entering the nucleus, the particle picks

up the nuclear potential in addition to its kinetic

energy. The nuclear potential is taken to be the sum of

the Fermi energy and the binding energy. This potential is

the depth of the well within which the nucleons in the

nucleus are confined. The nucleons in the nucleus have

energies up to a certain maximum energy, the Fermi energy.

In passing through the nucleus, the incident particle

may or may not collide with other nucleons. The program

uses empirical relations for p-p, n-n, and n-p cross

sections devised by Metropolis et al. 81 An average cross

section is found from 0av = [(A-Z)Oni+ZOpi]/A, where

i denotes the identity of the incident particle. The mean

free path is then X = l v/p , where p is the nuclear
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density. A particular path length is then chosen as -

ln(RAN), where RAN is a random number between 0 and 1. If

the chosen path length, measure from the impact point on

the nuclear surface, carries the particle outside the

nucleus, then there is no collision. If the incident

particle's path leaves it within the nucleus, a potential

nuclear collision takes place.

The kinematics of the collision are worked out

relativistically. Neutrons and protons are treated as

having equal masses. The components of momentum of the

incident particle are already known. To obtain the

momentum of the struck nucleon, we assume that the momentum

distribution of the nucleons is that of a sphere in

momentum space with a radius equal to the Fermi momentum.

Choosing three random numbers determines a point in this

Fermi sphere, which yields the momentum of the struck

nucleon.

jThe energies and momenta of the incident and target

nucl~ons are transformed to the center of momentum frame.

The scattering angle in the center of momentum frame is

found from da/dj = K(Acos 4e+Bcos3e+l), where A and B

depend on the relative velocity and the identity of the

nucleons. 81 Given this distribution, a value of 8 is

determined by another random number choice. The momenta of

the two nucleons after the collision are found and

transformed back to the lab frame. If either of these is

less than the Fermi momentum, then the collision is

forbidden by the Pauli principle. The nucleons are
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fermions, no two can occupy the state, and all states up to

the Fermi energy are assumed to be filled.

If the collision is permitted, a path length is chosen

for each of the two nucleons and the procedure is

repeated. The two nucleons strike others, which in turn

strike others, thus building up a nuclear cascade.

Whenever a nucleon escapes from the nucleus, the nuclear

potential is subtracted from the nucleon's energy.

When the energy of a nucleon falls below a certain \

cutoff energy, taken in this case as the sum of the nuclear

potential and the Coulomb barrier for a proton, the cascade

stage is terminated for that nucleon. Particles of energy

less than the cutoff energy will undergo many potential

collisions before the Pauli principle actually permits one

to occur. A transition is therefore made to the

evaporation stage, where further particle emission is

handled statistically.

At the end of the cascade stage, a number of particles

have been ejected from the nucleus. Their energy, momenta,

angles with respect to the incident beam, and identity

(proton or neutron) have been calculated. The momentum and

identity of the residual target nucleus are also known.

The residual nucleus has an excitation energy given byU =

T -2T -(N-1)B-T where T0 T i--B- N o is the energy of the

incident nucleon, §T. is the sum of the kinetic energies

of the cascade particles ejected from the nucleus, N is the

number of these particles, B is the binding energy of a

nucleon, and TN is the kinetic energy of the residual
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nucleus.

The evaporation calculation closely follows the

Dostrovsky et al. 89 model. Weisskopf's78 equation for

the probability per unit time of emitting particle j with

kinetic energy between F and £+dc is P (E)dE =yj Gc.

(W(f)/W(i)JdE. The factors in the equation have been

discussed in the previous section. Substituting the

expressions into the equation foryj,o, and W yields:
1) ) m / 3

g1) n on exp -2[a (E-6o)1 Cc(l+)n Trh3  p 0

exp 2 [an(E-Qn-6n-61] dg

This is the equation for neutron emission. For charged

particles one replaces the subscript n with j, a with

(l+Ci), and - with KiV . The subscripts 0 and n

refer to the initial and final nucleus, respectively. The

neutron separation energy is denoted by Qn" This is

calculated from tables of binding energy. ,The values of

the pairing energy are taken from Cameron91 ;92 and from

Dostrovsky et al. Equation 1 must now be integrated.

The lower limit of integration is 0 MeV, the upper limit is J

Rn = E-Qn-6n . These limits are the smallest and

greatest kinetic energies for an emitted neutron. For

charged particles, the upper limit

R. E-Qj-K.Vj-6j. The equation is integrated,

and Dostrovsky's approximation of

exp[2(anRn)I/2] >> 1 is used. This makes a direct

comparison with Dostrovsky's results possible. This

yields:
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m r 2 2 / 3 gn L
2) rn o exp -2[a (E-6)]H A 2/3 gnexp[ 2 (anRn) ] .

= 2h 2  a

2znR n - - an ) [2(a Rn ) ]

2 2+c
m)'° exp -2(a (E-6o)] A2 / 3 gj

3) j 2wh 2  0 0 a2

exp[2(a.R.) ] 2a.R- [2(ajRj) -1]

Equation 2 is the relative probability for neutron

emission, equation 3 for charged particle emission. These

quantities are calculated for n, p, d, t, He3 , and a. The

identity of the evaporated particle is then found from

these probabilities through the choice of a random number.

The kinetic energy distribution is given by equation 1, and

another random number choice determines the energy for a

given particle. The evaporation particles are assumed to

be emitted isotropically in the frame of the nucleus. Two

more random number choices determine the angle of

emission.

The excitation energy eventually falls to a level

(about 10 MeV) which is too low for an additional particle

to be emitted. Further de-excitation would occur by gamma

emission, but this is not treated in the program.
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The energy of the residual nucleus is found from

momentum conservation. Its identity and direction of

motion are also known. The ranges of the cascade

particles, evaporation particles, and residual nucleus are

found from range-energy tables. Utilizing the same

geometric approach that was used to find the energy

deposited in the sensitive volume by the incident particle,

the energy deposited by these other particles in the

sensitive volume is found. The total deposited energy for

the incident particle is thus found. This procedure is

repeated for a large number of incident particles with a

different random number sequence each time. The spectrum

of deposited energy in the sensitive volume is thus

obtained. This program will give valid results up to an

incident energy of 350 MeV, above which pion production

begins to have an effect. Figure 7 shows a diagram of the

entire nuclear reaction process.
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IV. COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS MODELS AND EXPERIMENTS

Comparisons between the nuclear reaction model

developed for this thesis, other nuclear codes, and

experimental results will now be shown. Currently existing

codes predict well the features of some nuclear reactions,

while failing to predict other reactions well. The aim in

the following graphs is to show that the model used in this

work gives results approximately as accurate as other

codes.

The chief difference between the nuclear model used in

this code and that of Bertini8 4-87 is Bertini's use of a

nonuniform nuclear density. A number of comparisons

between experimental data, Bertini's theoretical results,

and the results of this code are shown in the following

figures. This code is referred to as OMNI.

In Figures 8-23 the Bertini code results are

represented by a solid line, the OMNI results by a dashed

line, and experiment by a dot-dashed line.

Figure 8 is a comparison for the 12C(p,pn)l C

reaction. Bertini's model, which uses a larger nuclear
volume, is more successful in predicting the magnitude of

the cross section. In Figure 9 a comparison of the

12C(p,3p3n) 7Be cross section is seen. Here the OMNI

code is more successful, although the values for both codes

are much lower than the experimental values. There are two

reasons why 12C would be expected to give difficulty to

the codes. First, it is a lightweight nucleus. By the end
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of the reaction there may be as little as an alpha particle

left over. The evaporation process is described by a

statistical model which assumes a larger number of

nucleons. Second, the carbon nucleus can be viewed to a

certain extent, as a collection of three alpha particles.

The cascade stage views the nucleus as a collection of

independent nucleons, and does not permit particles heavier

than protons or neutrons to be emitted. The inclusion of

heavier cascade particles would require a considerably more

complex computer program. Cascade stage alpha emission

could explain the large difference between theory and

experiment in Figure 9.

Cascade proton spectra from 190 MeV protons on

aluminum are shown in the next four figures. Figure 10

shows the spectrum in the interval from 00 to 650,

Figure 11 shows it from 1000 to 1800, Figure 12 shows

it from 460 to 650, and Figure 13 shows it from 1020

to 1170. Both OMNI and the Bertini code are seen to be

in good agreement with experiment. As aluminum is only one

atomic number removed from silicon, this suggests that the

results for that element will also be good.

Figure 14 shows the angular distribution of cascade

protons from 90 MeV neutrons on C. Here the Bertini model

is in better agreement. Energy spectra for the same

experiment are shown in Figures 15 and 16. The spectrum at

00 (Figure 15) is at variance with the predictions of

both models, while the OMNI model does a much better job at

450 (Figure 16). The proton spectrum at 900 from 240
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MeV protons on C (Figure 17) is well described by both

models, while the OMNI model predicts the proton spectrum

at 300 from 340 MeV protons on C (Figure 18) to slightly

better accuracy. The spectrum of cascade protons at 400

from 340 MeV protons on C is predicted well by both

models. This is shown in Figure 19.

In Figure 20 the proton spectrum at 400 for 96 MeV

protons on F is shown. Both models are in good agreement.

The experimental peak at large energies is presumably due

to elastic scattering, which neither program handles. In

Figure 21 the angular distribution of cascade protons from

90 MeV p on Cu is plotted. The energy spectrum from the

same experiment is plotted in Figures 22 and 23. At 0

(Figure 22) both models work badly, while at 450 (Figure

23) there is fair agreement in both cases.

Figures 24 and 25 compare the energy spectra of

evaporation neutrons and protons obtained in the OMNI model

to the spectra obtained from the evaporation code used in

the Bertini model. Protons of 130 MeV were incident on

Si28  Plots for two different values of the level

density parameter are shown, with A/8 being the value used

in almost all of the calculations.

A comparison of three widely used nuclear cascade

codes was made by Barashenkov et al. 99 In the

simulations, Al27 and Ta181 were bombarded by 150 Mev

and 300 KeV protons. The codes used were the Bertini code,

the Brookhaven code, and a code developed at the Joint

Institute of Nuclear Research (JINR) in the USSR. For each
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code thhe energy distribution of cascade protons at 300

and 800, the excitation energy distribution after the

cascade stage, and the mass yields were calculated. The

paper cites "excellent agreement" in the abstract and

"remarkably similar results" in the conclusions, but the

comparison graphs in the article show some wide

disagreements. For example, for 150 MeV p on Ta and a

(p,p) reaction leaving an'excitation energy of 130 MeV, the

Bertini and Brookhaven codes disagree by a factor of

roughly 400. For the same type of reaction on Al27 for

an excitation energy of 100 MeV they differ by a factor of

40, and if the incident energy is changed to 300 MeV the

difference is a factor of 50. Other comparisons are shown,

and the Bertini code is seen to predict somewhat lower

excitation energies than the others. The Brookhaven code,

however, is the more sophisticated. The Bertini code uses

three concentric regions to model the nuclear density

distribution, while the Brookhaven model uses eight. The

Brookhaven model also uses a velocity-dependent potential

for nucleons within the nucleus, treats reflection and

refraction at potential boundaries, and approximates the

effect of nucleon pair correlations by setting a minimum

distance between nuclear collisions. The Bertini code does

none of these, although it has the advantage of

incorporating pion production, thereby extending the

applicable energy range of the program.

Jastrzebski et al.1 00 measured the cross sections

and residual ranges of nuclei from the bombardment of
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Ni58 and Ni62 by protons of 80, 136, 153, and 164 MeV.

The results were compared to computer calculations using

the cascade code VEGAS and the evaporation code DFF. The

ranges of the recoiling nuclei were determined from their

energies as given by the computer codes and the

range-energy tables of Northcliffe and Schilling. 101 The

theoretical values, as seen in Figures 26-29, are greater

in general than the experimental values for large values of

AA and smaller for very small values of 4A. Here the VEGAS

results are shown by a solid line, the OMNI results by a

dashed line, and the experimental values as points with

error bars. Part of the reason for this variance lies in

the nature of the quantity tabulated by Northcliffe and

Schilling. This quantity is the pathlength, or the

integral of dE/dx over distance. The experiment actually

measures the projected range, i.e., the projection of the

pathlength along the direction of the incident particle.

The OMNI simulation also uses the Northcliffe and Schilling

data, and is seen to give results in good agreement with

the VEGAS-DFF calculation. This is encouraging in view of

the more sophisticated nature of the VEGAS program.

Kwiatkowski et al. 102 measured the mass, energy, and

angular distributions of the products from the interaction

of 180 MeV protons with 27A1. The mass distribution of

residual nuclei is shown in Figure 30, together with

theoretical predictions from the VEGAS code and the OMNI

code developed in this work. The VEGAS results are shown

by a solid line, the OMNI results by a dashed line, and the
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experimental values by points. The OMNI code gives a

reasonably good fit to experiment. It was observed that

the relatively large number of low mass residual nuclei,

while not predicted by the cascade models, was in agreement

with predictions of the pre-equilibrium model.98 .
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V. SILICON DETECTOR COMPARISONS

McNulty et al.30,41 exposed silicon surface barrier

detectors to beams of protons of different energies.

Detector thicknesses of 200 um, 97 um, 50 um, 24.1 um, 15

um, 8.7 um, 4.2 um, and 2.5 um were used. The proton beams

had energies of 158, 131, 127, 125, 91, 86, 51, 37, 32, 25,

and 18 MeV. These experiments, although not part of this

work, provide a significant check of the validity of the

computer model.

The silicon surface barrier detectors closely

approximate the sensitive volumes on a microelectronics

chip. On a chip the sensitive volumes are reverse biased

p-n junctions. The detector is also a reverse biased p-n

junction. Sensitive volume dimensions on a chip are

typically a few microns on a side. The surface barrier

detector is several microns thick, but has lateral

dimensions of several millimeters. Nevertheless, almost

all of the incident particles and the particles from the

nuclear reactions will leave the detector after traveling a

few microns. The chance of any particle traveling exactly

in the plane of the detector is exceedingly small. Thus,

the detector is a good approximation to the sensitive

volume on a chip.

It consists of a wafer of silicon with electrical

contacts on each side. The electron-hole pairs generated

by the passage of a charged particle are swept up by the

electric field across the detector. The amount of charge
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is measured by a preamplifier, and the signal is sent

through an amplifier to a multichannel analyzer. The

detector was calibrated using an Am241 alpha source.

The experiments were run at the Harvard Cyclotron.

The proton beam emerged from the cyclotron at 158 MeV, and

its energy could be reduced by inserting degrader blocks.

It was collimated by two defining apertures. Protons

reacting in the degraders and collimator walls generate a

stream of secondary particles, most of which are removed by

an anti-scattering shield. The collimated beam then passes

through the detector.

There is a statistical uncertainty in the theoretical

computer calculations equal to N, where N is the number of

events in an energy bin. There are also uncertainties in

the published cross sections. JanniI1 3 takes these to be
25%. Experimental errors include uncertainty in the exact

thicknesses of the detectors, plus some others which will

be discussed shortly.

Comparisons of experiment with theory are shown in

Fig. 31-49. Theory is shown as a solid line, and the

experimental values as a dashed line.

At low proton energies, the beam had to pass through a

relatively large amount of degrader. This introduced

considerable spread in the energy of the beam. At 18 MeV

the FWHM of the energy is 17 MeV, at 32 MeV it is 14 MeV,

at 51 MeV it is 10 MeV, and at 131 MeV it is 4 MeV. The 97

um data are shown in Figures 31-33. The fits are quite

good.
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The 50 um data are shown in Fig. 34-36. The fits here

are also quite good. For all of the 24.1 um theoretical

runs the statistics were quite poor. For these runs a

discriminator setting caused no data to be read below a

certain energy.

The 15 um thick detector is also in good agreement

with the program at 86 MeV. The 8.7 um thick detector is

in good agreement with the program at 86, 125, and 158

MeV.

The 4.2 and 2.5 um data, shown in Figures 44-49, are

in good agreement with the program. These are from

detectors with thicknesses in the size range of current LSI

technology devices. A possible influence on the data is

multiple scattering. In the computer simulation, the paths

of the particles are straight lines. A real particle is

constantly undergoing small deflections caused by the

Coulomb fields of the atoms in the medium. Occasionally,

in the computer simulation, a particle deposits a large

amount of energy by traveling a long distance in the plane

of the detector. A real particle would be likely to be

scattered out of the detector before traveling a large

distance. This could result in an overestimation of the

deposited energy for thin detectors at high incident proton

energy. From the 125 and 158 MeV results for the 2.5 and

4.2 um thick detectors, this would appear not to be a very

large effect.
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VI. ADDITIONAL PREDICTIONS

Figures 50-63 show the predicted energy deposition

spectra for incident protons of 250 and 350 MeV on the

detectors. This is beyond the energy available at the

Harvard Cyclotron. These curves give an indication of the

amount of energy which could be deposited in

microelectronics devices of dimensions similar to the

detector thicknesses.
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Figures 64-68 show the energy spectrum of the

recoiling nuclei resulting from the interaction of 25, 27,

86, 125, and 158 'MeV protons with a 2.5 um thick silicon

detector. These nuclei can be the dominant means of energy

deposition in thin detectors. Calculations showed that for

a 20 um x 20 um x 4.2 um silicon device, roughly 85% of the

energy deposited by nuclear interactions would come from

the residual nucleus,
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Figures 69-75 show distributions of the total energy

of the residual recoiling nuclei divided by their total

range in silicon. These provide a rough estimate of the

amount of energy deposited by these particles in a given

thickness of silicon. A 30 um thick silicon detector was

the target.
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In Figures 76-79 the effects of the material

surrounding the sensitive volume are examined. In Figures

76 and 77 a 10 um x 10 um x 2.5 um sensitive volume is at

the center of a 30 um x 30 um x 30 um large volume. Figure

76 shows the energy deposition spectrum for a monoenergetic

beam of 125 MeV protons, and Figure 77 shows the energy

deposition spectrum for a proton energy distribution used

to model a region of the Earth's radiation belt known as

the SAA (South Atlantic Anomaly).

Figures 78 and 79 show the energy deposition spectra

in a 10 um x 10 um x 2.5 um sensitive volume with no

surrounding material. Figure 78 is for a 125 MeV proton

beam, and Figure 79 is for the SAA distribution.
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VII. SUMMARY

A computer simulation has been developed which

calculates the spectrum of energy deposited in a small

volume by nuclear interactions. The results have been

compared to experiments run at the Harvard Cyclotron, and

predictions of the nuclear model used in the simulation

have been compared to other models and other experiments.

The most important conclusion involves the heavy

recoiling nucleus that results from a nuclear interaction.

For certain small volumes the energy deposition is

dominated by this fragment. This has been overlooked by

previous investigators of the microelectronics soft error

problem.

Comparisons between this computer simulation and other

models and experiments are reasonable. The existing codes

differ substantially among themselves. There is some

indication from the detector experiments that the enhanced

energy deposition predicted by the pre-equilibrium model is

102in fact occurring.

The silicon detector experiments agree well with the

simulation over detector thickness sizes from 2.5 um to 97

um, and an energy range of 51 MeV to 158 MeV. The thinner

detectors have thicknesses in the size range of LSI

devices, indicating that the model is applicable to

microelectronics.

Given the dimensions of the sensitive volume on a

device, together with the critical charge for an upset, the
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model can predict the soft error rate. This has particular

importance for devices flown in space. Given the

dimensions of a retinal receptor,- the model can predict the

rate at which light flashes will be seen. The model can

also be applied to the field of radiation induced

mutations.
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